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Focus

1. Providing an overview on the work of the WG on the 

engagement of stakeholders in EFSA’s activities; 

2. Providing an overview on the exisiting tools to interact;

3. Providing an overview on the new proposals put forward 

by the WG, to be subject to assessment / endorsement 

by the Platform;

4. Description of the next steps.
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Background

• Since its creation in 2002, EFSA has initiated interaction 

with its various stakeholder representatives from the 

major sectors of the food chain. 

• Such interaction has evolved over time with increased 

activities and reinforced dialogue.

• In 2010 the EFSA Management Board (MB) met 

representatives of the Stakeholders Platform: assessed 

as essential the need to reconsider the approach to 

further structuring the activities by exploring the 

feasibility of reinforcing them in a new level of dialogue.

• Creation of the WG on the engagement of stakeholders 

on EFSA’s activities.
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The WG on the engagement of 

stakeholders in EFSA’s activities

• Brainstorming of the Platform on the 21th June 2010 

• Creation of the WG in summer 2010 

• September 2010: meeting of the WG

• Ongoing discussions/proposals among the members of 

the WG

• November: first draft of the Reflection Paper

• December: presentation of the outline of the draft to the 

Platform

• February-March 2011: final input on the draft

• April: presentation to the Platform for endorsment
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Starting point

• Regulation (EC) 178/2002 provides the basis for the

interaction foreseeing that “the Authority shall develop

effective contacts with consumers’ representatives,

producers’ representatives, processors and any other

interested parties”. The article implements recital 56,

stating that the Authority should be an “organisation

open to contacts with consumers and other interested

groups”.

• Regulation 178/2002 does not foresee any concrete

mechanism/tool to be created with stakeholders

organisations.



Existing tools of the interaction 

The WG first focused on the analysis of the existing tools.

These are sub-divided in two categories:

a) Activities with the Consultative Platform members

(Platform plenary, comments on horizontal documents,

Annual Work Plan, WGs with Platform members).

b) Activities opened to all stakeholders (Technical

meetings, Colloquia and Conferences, open

consultations).
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Five areas for improvement

The WG analysed and proposed ways to improve the

interaction by enhancing the existing tools and by way of

proposing new tools.

Five areas for improvement were identified:

1)Enhancement of the role of the Platform

2)Administrative improvements

3)Improvement in the information flow

4)The Stakeholders mapping

5)Involvment in the risk assessment
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1) Enhancement of the role of the 

Platform

Six tools identified: 

a) Interaction on the medium-term perspective (new): it

consists in providing EFSA with the Platform members’

work plans and strategic activities to contribute to

prepare EFSA’s Management Plans.

b) Technical meetings (improvment of existing tool): the

WG underlined the need to further anticipate the

information about technical meetings and the possibility

for the members to contribute, by suggesting subjects

for discussion. In addition to suggest possible

organisations that should be invited depending on their

skills.
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1) Enhancement of the role of the 

Platform (continued)

c) Breakout sessions (new): whereby specific scientific issues

can be discussed in smaller sub-groups and reported back

to the Platform.

d) Reports of the Platform to the EFSA’s Executive Director

(new): Notwithstanding the diveristy of the interests, the WG

highlighted that the Members could wish to report or express

a position to the attention of the EFSA ED in a formal way.

e) Communication tests (new): test with the Platform Members

some examples of EFSA communications tools and

processes on specific topics.

f) Presentations of Stakeholders Platform Members:

(improvement of existing tool): reinforce the practice of co-

presenting specific subjects.
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2) The Administrative Improvements

Creation of rules of procedures for:

a)Fixing agenda items and calendars 

(improvement) 

b)Minutes of the meetings (improvement);

c) Invitation of observers (improvement); 

d)Checks on the assiduity on the participation 

(new).
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3) Improvement of the information flow

a) The creation of the Extranet Platform (new): the

proposal of creating an Extranet Platform for the

exchange of information with and among Members and

EFSA.

b) The information provided by the Members to EFSA

(work plans, events, activities, etc.) (improvement);

c) Language to communicate with stakeholders

(improvement): EFSA’s communication to stakeholders

must be understandable to everyone including non-

scientists
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4) The proposals for the Gap analysis

a) The participation of observers to Plenary

meetings (including international organisations)

(improvement): The Terms of Reference

foresee the possibility to invite observers to

take part to the discussions, including

international organisations.

b) The mapping of the stakeholders and of the

activities (new): the Platform Members to

provide EFSA with the mapping of their

associates/affiliates and their activities.
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5) The proposals for the risk 

assessment involvement

a) Open stakeholders’ meeting on horizontal issues:

(improvement) eg: technical explanatory meetings on

the health claims whereby EFSA aimed at providing

guidance and structured information to the

stakeholders’ organisations and applicants to explain

the procedures for the submission of the applications;

b) Open scientific discussions of EFSA’s Panels on

horizontal issues (new): higher involvement of

stakeholders on discussions around specific themes of

general scientific interests (guidelines, methodologies,

collection of information)
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5) The proposals for the risk 

assessment involvement

c) Increased interaction during the authorisation process:

part of the WG members supports the proposal of the

increase and direct interaction between EFSA and the

Applicants in the submission of the so called regulated

substances. The WG encouraged exploring the

feasibility to put in place additional mechanisms granted

in other areas such as the pharmaceuticals.

d) Improved communication on practical information of the

assessment: considerations were made by the WG on

how to better improve the practical information to

applicants on the ongoing process of the assessment

(timing for discussion, calendar, publication time, etc).
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Next steps

• Endorsment by the Platform of the Reflection 

Paper of the WG plus publication;

• Implementation plan of EFSA; 

• Report back on progress at the next Platform 

meeting.
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